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Description:
Black Forest Folkies
CROSS STITCH PATTERN READY TO DOWNLOAD, DESIGNED BY RIVERDRIFT HOUSE

In the designer's own words:

“The Folkies from the Black Forest (Schwarzwald) in Germany give so much for a little sampler. From the
famous Bollenhut hats with their fabulous red balls worn on special days with the traditional costume, to the
cuckoo clocks and wood carvings, clock buildings, mountain forests, castles, animals and flowers, it was
difficult to fit it all in. I managed to leave a space for a Black Forest gateau to complete.”

 

Creative Poppy says:

The Black Forest is a wild, wooded and mountainous region of South West Germany, with the French region of
Alsace just opposite on the other side of the river Rhine. It is proud of its traditions and beautiful festive outfits
worn at village festivals. The Bollenhut is a straw hat topped with red wool balls - worn by unmarried women - while
a hat with black balls is used after the wedding.

Cross stitch pattern designed by Riverdrift House.

>> see more patterns by Riverdrift House
 

Chart info & Needlework supplies for the pattern:
Black Forest Folkies

Chart size in stitches: 169 x 125 (wide x high)

Needlework fabric: Aida, Linen or Evenweave

>> View size in my choice of fabric (fabric calculator)

Stitches: Cross stitch

Chart: Color

Threads: DMC

Number of colors: 14

Themes: Germany, Black Forest, mountain, cake, castle, cuckoo clock

 

https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/riverdrift-house-black-forest-folkies-cross-stitch-xml-206_245-3270.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/calculette-de-toile.php?products_id=2893&w=169&h=125


>> see more patterns from the Folkies series by Riverdrift House

>> see all patterns of regions of Europe (all designers)

 

All patterns on Creative Poppy's website are printable and available for instant download.

Price in £ or €: select a currency in top right section of this page.

Link to the product

https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/folkies-cross-stitch-riverdrift-house-xsl-296_634_636.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/regions-arts-music-regions-europe-xsl-206_245.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/riverdrift-house-black-forest-folkies-cross-stitch-xml-206_245-3270.html

